Abstract. Recent reinforcement learning algorithms for task-oriented dialogue system absorbs a lot of interest. However, an unavoidable obstacle for training such algorithms is that annotated dialogue corpora are often unavailable. One of the popular approaches addressing this is to train a dialogue agent with a user simulator. Traditional user simulators are built upon a set of dialogue rules and therefore lack response diversity. This severely limits the simulated cases for agent training. Later data-driven user models work better in diversity but suffer from data scarcity problem. To remedy this, we design a new corpus-free framework that taking advantage of their benefits. The framework builds a user simulator by first generating diverse dialogue data from templates and then build a new State2Seq user simulator on the data. To enhance the performance, we propose the State2Seq user simulator model to efficiently leverage dialogue state and history. Experiment results on an open dataset show that our user simulator helps agents achieve an improvement of 6.36% on success rate. State2Seq model outperforms the seq2seq baseline for 1.9 F-score.
Introduction
Task-oriented dialogue systems assist users to achieve specific goals such as finding restaurants or booking flights [25] . To learn such a system is very challenging. Recently, reinforcement learning (RL) methods have been introduced due to their advantages in sequential decision. [25, 18, 24, 7] . An RL based dialogue agent can learn from dialogue data or reward signals by interacting with real users. Unfortunately, interacting with real users is costly and there is often no enough data or even no data for new domains. To overcome these obstacles, building user simulators is studied for training RL dialogue algorithms [22, 14] .
User simulators can be divided into two categories: traditional and datadriven user simulator. Traditional user simulators are agenda-based or rule-based [13, 20] . A rule-based user simulator can be built without data, but needs domainspecific knowledge and hard to generalize to new contexts. Besides, the rulebased model lacks response diversity, which largely limits the effectiveness of RL training. Latter data-driven user simulators ease the problem of diversity and depend less on expert knowledge. They imitate user behaviors from datasets with statistical models, such as Bayesian models [17, 8] , hidden Markov models [4] and seq2seq models [1] . Statistical user simulators are inherently diverse and often require a large amount of expert-labeled data for training. However, they can not cope with limited data situations. In this paper, to overcome the data scarcity problem and build a user simulator with sufficient diversity, we propose a new corpus-free framework for building user simulators. It combines the ideas of rule-based and data-driven user simulators. As shown in Figure 1 , the framework generates dialogue data from templates and train data-driven user model on it. The template consists of user goals, response strategy and natural language generation rules. An example of the template is shown in Table 1 . In addition to templates, data generation uses an RL-based built-in agent to improve data diversity and explore more dialogue cases. The statistical nature of data-driven user simulator provides more diversity than rule-based ones. Diverse responses allow covering more situation for policy training.
To enhance the user simulator's quality, we propose a novel attention based State2Seq user simulator to leverage the dialogue state and history better. The model first learns representations for dialogue context items. Dialogue context contains structured data of dialogue states, user goals and agent response. Then for each dialogue turn, the model predicts user actions sequentially with the attention on context. Attention helps to pick action more accurately. For example, suppose agent response is (request:movie, inform:date=today), and user goal is (request= [ticket] , constraint=[date:tomorrow, movie:Deadpool]). The user model can easily output actions (inform:movie, deny:date) by attending to the agent request and the states of constraint inconsistency respectively.
Experiments are conducted on the movie booking dataset [13] and an inhouse restaurant domain dataset. We evaluate both the user simulator model itself and the policy trained by it. On movie booking dataset, our policy achieves Table 1 . Template example for movie booking domain. G is user goal, V is response strategy and N is NLG rules. req is request.
Template Name
Template Content
.. then L = "I want to see it at 5 pm" an improvement of 6.36 points on the success rate over the strongest baseline. And proposed State2Seq model outperforms the seq2seq baseline for 1.9 F-score on response accuracy. This paper has 3 main contributions: 1. To solve data scarcity, we design a new corpus-free framework for building a user simulator with response diversity. 2. We introduce the attention mechanism to task-oriented user simulator and propose a State2Seq model to get better user behavior modeling. 3 . Experiments show that response diversity and attention on dialogue context improve user model and agent policy.
Our code is available at: https://github.com/AtmaHou/UserSimulator
Proposed Framework
We focus on developing a user simulator, which is diverse to cover enough dialogue situations. To solve the data scarcity problem, our framework builds a user simulator with only templates and no dialogue data. There are two main components in the framework: a template based data generator and a neural user simulator. The framework (1) first generate data from the templates using a built-in agent, (2) then train a data-driven user simulator on it.
Template Definition
Template T is the input to our framework and is used to generate data. We define a template as: T = (G, V, N ), which includes user goals G, response strategies V and natural language generation rules N . An example of movie booking domain template is illustrated in Table1. G is a set of predefined user goals and defined as:
, where α is the number of goals. Each user goal g is defined as g = (C, R) which includes a set of user constraints C and a set of user requests R [20] .
V is a set of rules for response strategies, which is relatively easy to obtain [13] . It is defined as: V = {r i } β i = V a ∪ V u , where V a and V u are response rules for user and agent respectively. For each r ∈ V , we define it as a function that maps dialogue context to response:
where A i is the response for the i th turn. Specifically, as User and agent may take multiple actions in one turn, we define response A as a set of single actions:
is a set of rules for natural language generation(NLG): Each rule l maps actions and user goal to natural language L and is defined as l : f (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ..., a n , g) → L.
Data Generation
The data generator generates conversation log with templates T as input, as shown in Figure 1 . There are two steps for the generation: i. Generate basic data with templates only. ii. Generate diverse data with a built-in RL agent and templates.
Generate basic data To start from no corpus, we first collect some rulebased conversation as basic data, which is a common warm-up option [13] . When generating one dialogue, we first pick a user goal g from G as background and construct a random starting utterance. Then, for each turn, we search the suitable rule r ∈ V to generate the response actions for user and agent. NLG rules N is then used to render actions to utterance.
Generate diverse data On the basis of basic data, we generate diverse data. A built-in RL based agent M * is used here. M * is warmed up with basic data initially and further trained by interacting with V u . When generating each dialogue, all process are same to basic data generation, except for agent response actions are given by M * 's policy. We enhance the data diversity by the following operations: i. Leverage the RL exploration mechanism during data generation. ii. Generate data with the built-in agents of different training stages. So both weak and strong policy are used, which allows collecting both clumsy and fluent dialogue.
User Model Training
After collecting the dialogue data, we train the user simulator on it in supervised style. Given a dialogue context, the user model is trained to predict a set of user actions as response. Only user policy is learned from data here.
State2Seq User Simulator
We aim to propose a user simulator that makes better use of dialogue context. User simulator mimics human responses to the dialogue system output. A user model predicts user response with dialogue context. Given user goal g and dialogue history < A t−1 , A t−2 , ..., A 1 >, it predict t th turn response as :
, we formulate the action selection as a sequence generation problem:
However, dialogue history can be very long. So it is very hard for the user model to leverage history information directly. To remedy this, we extract the key information as dialogue state S from the dialogue history. We then define the dialogue context as a combination of dialogue state and user goals.
For better usage of dialogue context, we learn vector representations for each context items. And attention mechanism is proposed to leverage context more clearly. Figure 2 shows the structure of the State2Seq user simulator. The State2Seq model maintains a dialogue state S for tracking the dialogue history. It uses an encoding module to provide vector representations for dialogue context items. For each turn, the model integrates those representations into a context representation H. Then the model decodes H into a sequence of actions as output. Attention helps the model use dialogue context during decoding.
Dialogue Context Representation
The main idea of dialogue context representation is to refine history information. Forgetting useless information is proven to be important for data-driven model.
The dialogue context consists of dialogue state and user goal. Dialogue state S includes last turn agent response and state features. Following [1] , we extract the state features explained in Table 2 . Constraint Status, Request Status, and Dialog Status are used to help the user simulator track the progress of the current conversation, and Slot Consistency allows the user simulator to correct the agent on wrong information. Each feature is recorded as a status vector {status} m 0 , where m is the number of slot types and status could be 1, 0, -1 for active, irrelevant and negative.
Attention mechanism relies on a good representation of items. Representation is also important for sequence decoding, as its need a good initial state H. So we propose an encoding module to learn vector representations for context items. To help to learn of representation, we share representations for the common slots in context items. Some negative status is rare in the corpus, which makes it hard to learn good representations. To remedy this, we only learn vector representations e for positive slot status, and then use the corresponding inverse vector −e to represent negative status.
H is obtained by dimension reduction of context representation, which can further forget irrelevant information. Formally, given a agent response A t−1 , the user goal g and current dialogue history < A t−1 , A t−2 , ..., A 1 >, State2Seq updates dialogue state S and represent context with vectors. H is then obtained as:
where [; ] denotes vectors concatenation and E(x) means fetching vector representations for items in x.
Action Generation with Attention
We formulate actions selection as sequence generation process with attention. Sequence generation provides diversity in selecting actions. Attention mechanism helps to use dialogue context information directly. Specifically, we generate responses by attending on items in user goal g, dialogue state S and the last agent response A t−1 .
During actions decoding, for each time step t, LSTM provides hidden representation h k = LSTM(h k−1 , c k−1 , x k ) , where h k denotes the LSTM hidden state at time step k, the c k−1 is cell state and x is input.
The attention weight of i th item in dialogue context is calculated as:
Then we model the distribution the time step k's action a k :
And the user action a k is predicted as:
Experiment

Dataset
We used two datasets in our experiments: movie ticket booking data and restaurant reservation data. The movie ticket booking data is an open task-completion dialogue dataset proposed by [13] . For each dialogue, the system gathers information about the customers desires and books the movie tickets. The success or failure of dialogue is assessed based on (1) whether a movie is booked, and (2) whether the movie satisfies the user's constraints. The data includes 11 dialogue acts, 29 slots, 277 user goal templates. Rule templates for response strategy and NLG are also included in [13] 's work. To test the method's generation ability, we also build a dataset for restaurant reservation domain. In each dialogue, the user reserves a table under his/her requirements. The data includes 11 dialogue acts, 24 slots and 184 user goal templates. We design rule templates for response strategy and NLG based on the ones in [13] 's work.
Evaluation
We evaluate a user simulator by: i. evaluation of the user simulator itself. ii. evaluation of the policy trained with it.
Evaluation of Agent Policy The main value of simulator is to train agent policy. We use both human and automatic evaluation for policy here. A DQN model is used as the agent to learn the policy.
We adopt cross-model evaluation proposed by [19] . N user models are first used to train N policies. Each policy is then tested against N different user simulators. Finally, we calculate the average of N × N scores. A policy trained by a good simulator can still perform well on poor simulators [19, 11] . A higher average score indicates a better simulator ability for training agent. For metric, we use success rate, average reward and average turn number, which have been widely accepted as a standard metric of multi-turn agent [6, 2, 13] .
Evaluation of User Simulator We evaluate the user simulator itself from two aspects.
Firstly, following [1] , we evaluate the accuracy of predicting actions. F-score is used as the metric.
Secondly, a user simulator's generalization ability is also important. It has more tolerance for exploration of training agent. We compare different user simulators' such ability by making conversation against a same rule agent. User model with better ability should achieve more success rate.
Model Details
For the State2Seq model, we set embedding size as 300. We use a 2 layer LSTMs for decoding with hidden state size of 256. During the training, we set the batch size as 32, a dropout as 0.8 and teacher forcing rate of 0.5. The learning rate is set as 0.001 and we set a learning rate decay of 0.9.
For the RL agent model used in data generation and evaluation, we use the DQN model. We set experience pool size as 1000, hidden layer size as 80. Experience replay redesigned for dialogue setting is applied. We use -greedy exploration of 0.01. The learning batch size is 16. We use 100 warm-up epochs and 500 training epochs. Model simulates 100 dialogues for each epoch.
We also simply extend our model by replacing the sequence decoder with a multi-label classifier. We name it as State2MLC. State2MLC takes dialogue state, user goal, agent response as input and predict multiple actions. State2MLC is trained with Multi-Label Soft Margin Loss.
Baselines
We compared with the following baselines: -Seq2Seq is user simulator proposed by [1] . It extracts history turns' features as input sequence and decodes action sequence. -Seq2Seq-att is based on Seq2Seq model and adds attention mechanism over input sequence. -Agenda based user simulator is proposed by [20] . It is corpus free and generates user response by maintaining a user agenda with rule. We use the agenda user simulator provided by [13] .
Performance of Agent Policy
We compare the policy trained by different user simulators with cross-model evaluation.
Results on movie booking data Table 3 shows the evaluation results on movie booking domain. The results show that the policy obtained by our model outperforms baselines.
On average success rate, policy trained by our State2Seq model outperforms the Agenda model for 6.36 points. As the Agenda [13] model is rule-based, the main difference between State2Seq and it is that State2Seq has more diverse responses. This demonstrates that user simulator diversity improves policy ability for finishing task and generalization. Policy trained by our model outperforms the Agenda model on success rate and average reward. The results show that the policy trained by other statistical methods underperform the Agenda based model. Because those user simulators lack for response accuracy, which will mislead and confuse the policy training. Comparing Seq2Seq-att to Seq2Seq, the results show the effectiveness of attention mechanism. And State2Seq's improvements over the Seq2Seq-att show that the refined context representation of the State2Seq model does help the response generation.
Results on restaurant data Table 3 shows the cross evaluation results for restaurant reservation domain. The results show our method could work consistently well in different domains. Most models score higher on data in the restaurant domain, because the field is relatively simpler and has fewer slots. The State2MLC model does not perform well. This is due to the fact that State2MLC model has a much simpler structure, so it is likely to overfit to generated data in a simple domain and limits the generalization ability of the policy.
Human evaluation We perform a human evaluation on the movie domain, and each agent is tested by chatting with 2 domain experts for 50 dialogues. Table 4 shows that the agents trained in our model can be better adapted to the real situation.
Analysis on policy training process Table 5 shows the evaluation of training process. We perform testing at each training epoch, and report the averaged score. The policy is evaluated against the environment for training. Policy trained by our model outperforms the ones from statistical user simulator, which reflects that our user simulator improves the training performance of agent policy. It is because our user simulator has better generalization to respond to agent's unreasonable actions in the early training stage. On the other hand, diversity helps RL algorithm training. Agenda achieve good scores as rule environment is relatively easy for overfitting. 
Performance of User Simulator
User model's performance is mainly reflected by the ability of predicting user responses.
Action accuracy. Table 6 shows the models' accuracy of predicting user actions. Our model achieves the best performance, outperforming the seq2seq model [1] for 1.9 points on F-score. The results also show a correlation between the evaluation of action prediction and the agent policy's performance, which demonstrates that user simulator quality affects agents performance.
The improvements mainly come from two aspects: Firstly, the attention mechanism provides specific context information. Secondly, refined context representation filters the useless information. The Seq2Seq-att model outperforms the Seq2Seq model by adding the attention mechanism. This reflects the effectiveness of the attention mechanism. By comparing State2Seq to Seq2Seq-att, improvement shows that due to forgetting mechanism, refined context representation is more effective than sequence encoder.
Analysis of generalization ability The generalization ability is also important for a user simulator in agent training. We compare different user simulators' generalization by making them chat with a same rule-based agent. Table  6 shows the results and State2Seq and MLC2Seq are optimal in all user simulators. Our best model outperforms the Agenda for 5.0 and 7.4 points success rate on the 2 domains. As the user simulators are trained to mimic user rules in the template, the improvement reflects that our framework can generate new diverse dialogues data to avoid user simulator overfitting to user response strategy in the template. Other user simulators perform worse on this test, we address this to the fact that these methods are less accurate in generating user actions and rule-based agent has a low allowance for response error.
Case Study and Visualization
To find out the difference between rule-based model and the proposed model. We perform case study on dialogues between the user simulator and an agent. The comparison is shown in Table 7 . When agents and users are unable to satisfy each other, the fixed rules of Agenda user simulator may be trapped in the loop shown in the example. But the response from our user simulator is diverse and uncertain. It can try other actions to jump out of the endless loop. The difference shows that our proposed framework for building user simulators has successfully improved the response diversity.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the attention mechanism over context, we provide a visualization example shown in Figure 3 . The figure shows that the attention mechanism successfully learns the correlation between the generated actions and the context. Specifically, when generating the dialogue action of inform and the inform slots, the proposed model pays a higher attention to context items of sys request slots and user goal.
Related Work
There is little work solving the data insufficient problem of user simulator. [11] proposed a user simulator that generates user utterance directly, which could ease the effort of user semantic annotation. However, their work is corpus-based and still needs a large corpus to train on it. Other data scarcity problems for taskoriented dialogue system are also investigated. [26] leverage the idea of zero shot learning [16] . They solve the problem of dialogue generation for a new domain by mapping actions to latent space. [12] and [9] provided data augmentation methods for language understanding. [23] proposed to build new domain agent efficiently by machine self-play and crowdsourcing. The first user simulator was proposed by [5] . There are two kinds of user simulators in terms of working levels. User simulators of semantic level interact to agent with dialogue acts and corresponding slot-value pairs. [21, 3, 1, 6 ]. User simulators of utterance level communicates to agent with utterance directly [10, 11, 15] . Our user simulator can work on both of the two levels.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of building user simulators for task-oriented dialogue from templates with no corpus. We solve the data scarcity and increase simulator response diversity by proposing a corpus-free framework. In our framework, we generate diverse data with only templates and trains a data-driven user simulator on it. To predict user response more accurately, we proposed a novel State2Seq user model. It predicts user response with attention on refined dialogue context representations. Experiment results show that with more response diversity, our user simulator improves the agent policy by 6.36% success rate. Attention and refined context representation help the State2Seq model outperform Seq2Seq baseline for 1.9 F-score.
